
Sustainable Litchfield Committee Meeting
3:30 pm, Tuesday, February 2, 2021

Remote Meeting via Zoom
MINUTES

Call to Order at 3:33pm  
Present: Dean Birdsall, John Post, Carrie Szwed, Diane Field, Jeff Zullo, Margaret Hunt, John 
Morosani, James Keithan, with 1st Selectwoman Denise Raap as Guest/Zoom Host. 
Absent: Ben Buck, Raz Alexe

Approval of 1/19/21 Minutes: Margaret motioned to approve. John M. seconded. Motion carried.

Public Requests/Comments - none

Bronze Action Tracker Update
 Since Silver submission comes up so soon after bronze, we need to make sure that each 

category has two solid silver submissions before submitting too many for bronze (i.e. if 
there are more than two actions listed for bronze, consider moving those to the Silver 
Tracker). 

 Category #2: 2.6.1: Board of Selectmen approved the C-PACE resolution and agreement, so 
we are in a good position to get this submitted by April.
2.3.1: Denise put the 2019 business brochure on the current website and emailed Carrie the 
PDF, so Carrie will submit this soon.  

 Category #8:
8.3.1: Jocelyn Ayer at NHCOG has a list of attendants of their past trainings, which have 
included several Litchfield commissioners, so she will send us that list and Carrie will 
submit.  

 Category #9: John P. and Dean spoke to Gerri Geci on the SMART Task Force… 
9.1.1: Naomi has the data needed, so once she sends that, this one can get submitted. 
9.2.1: This action is already done, it just needs to be submitted.
9.2.3: When the Board of Selectmen approved the formation of the SMART Task Force, it 
should have completed this action, so we just need to submit the Minutes of that B of S 
meeting.
Gerri is continuing to work on the info necessary for these actions, and James will follow up 
with him and get these actions submitted for bronze.  

 Category #10: 10.1.1: John P. and Diane will work with Denise offline to create a Food 
Policy Council. There are already lots of groups dealing with food insecurity in town, just 
independently at the moment…let’s pull them together for form the Council.  

 Category #11: 11.1.1: The Housing Authority meets this criteria, so Jeff sill submit. 
11.1.2: Jeff is working on getting a Housing Data Profile, but that will probably be for Silver.
11.2.3: There is a STEEP grant that we’ll be applying for, so that should meet the 
requirements for extra funding, and this can be submitted for bronze. 



Equity Updates
 Equity Project Reviews

o Bronze – Energy campaign: We are at the stage of trying to distribute the surveys to 
the housing residents with the hopes of getting them back by the end of Feb. The 
project is going slower than expected, but it should still be ready for submission by 
April. John P. has learned through this experience that equity projects can easily 
take a minimum of 3-6 months…our partners’ timelines are not always the same as 
ours!  

o Silver
 Pedestrian Study – John P. has joined up with Jodi Tenney and the 

Pedestrian Safety Team to make sure that a Walk Audit will be distributed.  
 Broadband – John M. spoke with Jessica and she agreed that “everyone” is 

the appropriate audience for this project. The whole project of increasing 
broadband won’t be completed by August, but enough should be in the 
works to submit what’s necessary for an Equity project. The end result will 
either be Optimum upgrading the network or having fiber optics installed. 
This project goes beyond just our town…it involves the whole region.  

 Equity – Margaret, Diane, and Carrie met again to further identify and pare 
down the list of underserved groups that need to be supported by this equity 
statement - we want to have those groups represented on the writing team 
as well. Our next steps are to check in with Jessica with our proposed plan 
and also meet with Denise to talk about how the writing team should be 
formed. We also plan to work with an Equity Coach (preferably Giovanna 
from HB4Diversity). At least one of us will attend the upcoming Equity 
Trainings offered by SusCT. We can get points for 1.2 if we “send” the right 
combination of folks to the training, so Denise expressed interest in 
attending, as well as having Michael-Lyn Capello (new Social Services 
Director) attend.

 Facilities (back-up) – There is a meeting coming up this week to finalize the 
survey that will be distributed to residents.

Committee Vacancy
 Once Patty officially resigns, we discussed replacing her with another younger female 

business owner in town. We started to look through the LABA members for potential 
candidates, but decided we could that on our own time and bring our suggestions next time. 
Margaret suggested Kim Wallengren from Coffee Roasters. 
 

New Business
 John P. talked to John Markelon about organizing an event near Earth Day where volunteers 

would plant more native vegetation in and around the area of the high school solar arrays. 
We discussed expanding that idea and having a Sustainable Litchfield-sponsored Volunteer 
Day where several outdoor projects are being run simultaneously, either all in the location 
of the arrays, or perhaps spread out to different locations. This would essentially replace 



the Launch event that we still think won’t be possible considering Covid concerns and how 
busy we’ll be with submissions leading up to April. Dean mentioned that his high school 
students are also planning a series of events/projects around Earth Day, and that it would 
be great if we could work in conjunction with them. John P., Dean, and John Markelon will 
meet offline to discuss the possibilities. 

 Because there was a change in the details of Action Item 3.9.1, we will now get 5 points just 
for establishing a Forestry Advisory Committee. Nevertheless, they’re planning a Forestry 
Education event on Saturday, May 15, which could earn points for 3.9.2 (for Silver). 

 The Polar Plunge that Margaret had mentioned in a previous meeting has been canceled. 
 

Announcements
 Our next meeting will be on Tues, March 2 at 3:30pm. Everything that is “on the docket” (in 

yellow on Action Tracker) for submission right now should be submitted by Mar. 1.  

Adjournment: Margaret motioned to adjourn. Dean seconded. All in favor. Adjourned at 4:56pm. 

Submitted by Carrie Szwed, Secretary  

John Post, Chair


